FERRERO INTERNATIONAL S.A. IS HIRING A INTERNSHIP SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT - CENTRAL PLANNING FOR INTERNSHIP 6 MONTHS.

Date: 01/01/2019

Job reference: BU-JB-111.1-25688086

Type of contract: Internship
Localisation: Luxembourg 2632, LU
Contract duration: 6 months
Level of studies: Master's Degree

Company description:
Ferrero is anything but ordinary. A family company with a truly progressive and global outlook. Home to iconic brands Nutella®, Tic Tac®, Ferrero Rocher®, Raffaello®, Kinder Surprise® and Kinder Bueno®. As the love for our brands continues to grow, so too does our global reach. Today, the Ferrero Group is present in 55 countries, and its products are sold in more than 170 countries. Our continued growth in new markets presents exciting challenges for our people, alongside significant opportunities for career development and mobility.

Job description:
Ferrero Global HQ in Luxembourg is currently looking for a motivated candidate for a six-month internship starting from June / July 2018. In this internship you will actively support our Central Planning Team in all daily activities and contribute to ongoing projects.

Main Tasks
*Supporting the planning of the products' volumes according to the plants' needs;
*Ensuring the correct and timely delivery of the surprises assuring the optimal level of the logistic service (time/cost);
*Planning the production of the products through the development of a master plan for the different plants according to the budget needs;
*Preparation of the spreadsheets (shipment/need/stock) and adjustment according to the different needs in order to manage the operational processes related to the material flows;
*Reporting and analysis of e.g. the feasibility of new projects or the definition of the technical specifications for new codes.

Required profile:
Profile
*Student or Graduate (Bachelor / Master) in Business Administration, Supply Chain Management, Economics, Engineering or related fields;
*Basic knowledge in logistics (inventory management, distribution processes, etc.);
*Result orientation;
*Attention to detail;
*Good interpersonal skills.

IT Skills
*Good skills in MS-Office applications (Excel, PowerPoint, Word);
*Some first experience with ERP solution (SAP) or Business Intelligence tools (BI) is considered a plus.

Language skills

*Proficiency in English;
*Other language is considered a plus.

We Offer

*An international and challenging working environment;
*Compensation package: 1,500€ gross/month;
*Free canteen.

To apply: https://apply.multiposting.fr/jobs/6591/25688086